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MissionFiT’s Support Partnership Program
Ministry Overview:
MissionFiT is a corporate wellness ministry that exists to get followers of Christ Faithful
in Training so they can be FiT for the mission to which the Lord has called them. Our
definition of "training" goes far beyond the obvious physical training, to include:
wellness, nutrition, spiritual fitness, and mental and emotional fitness. We have special
initiatives to care for Church Leadership as well as community building programs for
small groups and outreach opportunities. The health of many Christians today is
crippling their ability to fulfill and thrive in their calling. We aspire to be most effective
in training God’s followers to be good and faithful stewards of their temple.
The level of care these leaders need is monumental and much goes in to serving this
population. In order to conquer the mission, we exhaust all that we can to assure our
costs are minimal. However, there’s still a price tag that can be a barrier for many in
ministry. That’s why we need community partners, like you, to help make this
opportunity a reality. Play a part in helping them take back their health. When leaders
know they are supported and can to start their wellness journey, the joy they feel is
indescribable. Just knowing that someone cares and sees value in them means more
than you can imagine. Supporting those in need will profoundly change the future for
them, their families, their ministry, the community, our city, and God’s Kingdom. It will
change your own life as well. 100% of your support goes to supporting these Pastor
athletes.
MissionFiT’s Support Partnership Program is designed to build strong, meaningful
relationships - true partnerships - that result in working together to achieve the
common goal of elevating the efficacy and quality of wellness care for Churches. We
invite you to be on this journey with us in strengthening God’s Kingdom.
As an IRS approved non-profit 501c3 organization, your donation is tax deductible.
EIN: 82-1377605
Thank you for partnering with us,
Kelsey Elmore
Founder, MissionFiT

Support Opportunities:
1 Time Donation
Our 1 time donations are used for the most current need within the ministry.

Scholarship Fund
Leaders must pay at least a portion of their registration fee. However, some leaders struggle
to make the payment in full. These leaders may apply for a scholarship to complete their
payment.

Monthly Recurring Partner
Our monthly recurring partners choose where they’d prefer their donation be used, whether
that is to assist a pastor with their registration, supporting a coach, or supporting the back
end of the ministry.

The ReStart Your Heart Experience for January 2019 Launch
(expecting 100 new leader athletes)
“ReStart Your Heart” is the entry level program for all levels at MissionFiT. As a result, a
significant resources (time, personal attention and money) go into helping them take back
their health. Multiple areas of needed support are listed and every dollar donated can help
reduce the burden for incoming leaders in the “Restart Your Heart” and “LeaderFiT” programs.:
*All quotes are for quoted for 100 leaders.
Special Events/Guest Speakers: $15 x 100 = $1,500
Water Bottle: $14 x 100 = $1,400
T-Shirt: $13 x 100 = $1,300
MissionFiT Workout Bags: $12 x 100 = $1,200
Wrist Wraps: $12 x 100 = $1,200
Fuel Manuals: $11 x 100 = $1,100
Spiritual Fitness Training: $10 x 100 = $1,000
Coffee Experience: $10 x 100 = $1,000
Jump Ropes: $9 x 100 = $900
Tune Up Mobility Balls: $8 x 100 = $800
Vitamin Packs: $8 x 100 = $800
Alpha Mobility Balls: $7.50 x 100 = $750
Training Journals: $7 x 100 = $700
Printing: $5 x 100 = $500 (or if you are in a position to allow us to print at your place of
business)
Gift Cards to Grocery Stores for Cooking Demos: $5 x 100 = $500
Supplements: $5 x 100 = $500
Muscle Recovery Cream: $4 x 100 = $400

The LeaderFiT Challenge Experience for January 2019
(Expecting 30 new leader athletes)
The Amazing G-Race Event: $25 x 30 = $750
Preventing Ministry Failure Books: $13 x 30 = $390
Cooking Experience: $12 x 30 = $360
Pose Run Seminar: $10 x 30 = $300
Gymnastics Seminar: $10 x 30 = $300
Weight Lifting Seminar: $10 x 30 = $300
Jump Rope Seminar: $10 x 30 = $300

Support a MissionFiT Coach (Renovator)
We refer to our coaches as “Renovators”, as they’re more than coaches. Their mission is to
renovate temples for the Lord. Our Renovators are paid per class. There are 18 classes plus 3
special events they lead, ReStart Your Heart Program and The LeaderFiT Challenge.
$30 per class x 21 = $630
*If you are interested in covering a “coaching cost”, we can let you know which classes are
currently available.

Printing Partner
We have printing projects throughout our courses that are clearly extra costs. Partnering with
companies that have access to large printers and are willing to let us print there is a huge
help in keeping our costs minimal for our Pastor athletes.

Become a Prayer Warrior for our team and mission
Ministry is tough and we know the enemy does not like what we are up to. We are always in
need of more followers of Christ to partner with us in prayer! Let us know if you’d like to be
added to our prayer emails.

